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Letter to the Editor 

Serological markers of SARS-CoV-2 infection; 

anti-nucleocapsid antibody positivity may not be the ideal 

marker of natural infection in vaccinated individuals 
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ear Editor, 

We write in response to correspondence from Whitaker et al. in 

his Journal ( 1 ). The authors demonstrate increases in seropositiv- 

ty for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies against the spike protein as the roll 

ut of COVID-19 vaccines continues, whilst parallel assessment of 

ucleocapsid antibodies remained stable. This study is an example 

f the use of parallel assessment of spike (S) and nucleocapsid (N) 

ntibodies to discriminate between natural infection and vaccine 

elated seropositivity ( 2 ) ( 3 ). This approach remains attractive, but 

s the pandemic rolls on it is worth considering the paucity of ev- 

dence about the impact of vaccination on antibody production in 

esponse to a subsequent natural infection. 

As part of a large seroprevalence study in hospital healthcare 

orkers (PRECISE 2 ( 4 )), we measured antibody response follow- 

ng vaccination in over 40 0 0 hospital healthcare workers (HCW), 

oupled with a questionnaire about previous symptoms and con- 

rmed infection. We measured anti-S and anti-N antibodies using 

oche Elecsys total antibody assays to determine both serological 

esponse to vaccination and to natural infection. Twenty-three par- 

icipants reported a breakthrough infection post-vaccination, de- 

ned as PCR-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection ≥14 days after com- 

letion of vaccination ( 5 ). This represented 0.6% (23/4111) of all 

ully vaccinated participants in the study. All had received Pfizer 

accine (which was the vaccine received by most study partici- 

ants). For these 23 participants, the median number of days be- 

ween second vaccine dose and positive PCR was 30 days (IQR 25–

0 days). Five (22%) had symptoms at the time of the positive PCR 

est and 18 (78%) did not have symptoms (they were tested as 

lose contacts or as part of hospital outbreaks). All 23 participants 

ad detectable anti-S antibodies, as expected post vaccination ( 6 ). 

otably, only 6/23 (26%, 95%CI: 11–49) had detectable anti-N an- 

ibodies in response to their infection, compared to 663/812 (82%, 

5%CI: 79–84, p -value = < 0.001 (Chi-squared) of all participants in 

he study with previous PCR-confirmed infection having detectable 

nti-N antibodies. Of the 17 that were anti-N negative, median 

umber of days between PCR positivity and sampling mid-point 

as 52 (range 9–67) so it is surprising that the majority of these 

ad not mounted an anti-N antibody response ( 7 ). This low num- 

er of seroconversions might suggest that anti-N antibodies may 

e insensitive as a marker of natural infection post vaccination. It 

s possible that early viral neutralisation, perhaps even at mucosal 

urfaces, might modify the natural humoral response and limit the 

evelopment of anti-N antibodies. 

There are a very limited number of studies evaluating the pro- 

uction of anti-N post infection in vaccinated individuals; Dem- 
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.jinf.2021.08.012 
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er et al., in a study awaiting peer-review, have commented on 

igh sensitivity and specificity of anti-N antibody assays in detect- 

ng infection in vaccinated individuals ( 8 ), however the infection in 

hese individuals pre-dated their vaccination. Studies such as that 

onducted by Whittaker et al. that we are here responding to, are 

ontinuing to rely on anti-N as a marker of seropositivity related 

o natural infection, including in vaccinated individuals ( 1 ). Vaccine 

ffectiveness studies will also incorporate periodic serological test- 

ng for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies as a marker of breakthrough infec- 

ion ( 9 ). To the best of our knowledge there are no published data

o date that have identified a comparative reduction in anti-N se- 

oconversion following natural infection in vaccinated individuals. 

hilst our numbers are small, even in large seroprevalence studies 

umbers of breakthrough infections will be small ( 5 ), and further 

esearch of individuals with well-defined vaccine breakthrough in- 

ections are required. This information will be critical in informing 

ptimal assessment of seroprevalence in vaccinated cohorts. 
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